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Interval graphs with repeats and the DNA fragment assemblyproblemJoao Meidanis� Patriia TakakiyAbstratThe DNA fragment assembly problem is desribed as follows. There is a DNAsequene Seq : [1; L℄ 7! fA;C;G; Tg whih is unknown. Fragments are taken fromSeq and their sequene is diretly determined by sequening mahines. Eah fragmentorresponds to an interval [i; j℄ � [1; L℄ and the sequening mahine outputs the sub-string Seq[i; j℄ = Seq(i)Seq(i + 1) : : :Seq(j). Typially the size of interval [i; j℄, whihis j � i + 1, lies in the range 500 to 1000, while L is muh larger; in some ases like,L = 50� 103, but it may reah 3 � 109[Pev00, Gus97℄. Given a number of fragmentswe want to determine the string Seq. Interval Graphs have been used to model thisproblem, but they do not aount for repeats in the sequene Seq. In this note weintrodue a new formalism, Interval Graphs with Repeats, to address this issue.1 IntrodutionThe DNA fragment assembly problem is studied in many books [SM97, Pev00, Gus97,Wat95, Cer00, Li01℄ and an be desribed as follows. There is a DNA sequene Seq : [1; L℄ 7!fA;C;G; Tg whih is unknown. Fragments are taken from Seq and their sequene is diretlydetermined by sequening mahines. Eah fragment orresponds to an interval [i; j℄ � [1; L℄and the sequening mahine outputs the substring Seq[i; j℄ = Seq(i)Seq(i + 1) : : : Seq(j).Typially the size of interval [i; j℄, whih is j � i+ 1, lies in the range 500 to 1000, while Lis muh larger; in some ases like, L = 50 � 103, but it may reah 3� 109 [Pev00, Gus97℄.In 1980 the sequening of a 5,386-nuleotide virus reeived a Nobel Prize [Pev00, page60℄. In 1989 the Human Genome Projet was launhed and it is aimed at determiningthe approximately 100,000 human genes1 that omprise the entire 3 billion nuleotides ofthe human genome2. Given a number of fragments we want to determine the string Seq.Interval Graphs have been used to model this problem, but they do not aount for repeatsin the sequene Seq.�Institute of Computing, University of Campinas, 13081-970 Campinas, SP. Researh supported in partby CNPqyInstitute of Computing, University of Campinas, 13081-970 Campinas, SP. Researh supported in partby CNPq1Nowadays this number is thought to be muh smaller.2The full sequene of the yeast genome Saharomyes erevisiae (length around 12 million base pairs)was released in spring 1996, the genome of E. oli (length 4.7 million base pairs) was �nished on January16, 1997. 1



2 Meidanis and TakakiThe Shortest Superstring Problem is an overly simpli�ed abstration that does notapture the real fragment assembly problem, sine it assumes perfet data and may ollapseDNA repeats. The human genome ontains many repeats; for example, a 300 bp Alusequene is repeated (with 5-15 % variation) about a million times in the human genome[Pev00, EG01℄.In this note we introdue a new formalism, Interval Graphs with Repeats, to addressthis issue.2 The Fragment Assembly ProblemThe information we have to assembly the fragments is the overlap between them. Wesay that two sequenes s e t overlap by k haraters when the last k haraters of s areequal to the �rst k haraters of t. We write s k! t to indiate this fat. If the intervalsorresponding to two fragments have a nonempty intersetion, then the fragments overlap.But the onverse is not neessarily true. Assuming a uniform distribution for Seq, however,we an say that, for larger values of k, the onverse is statistially very likely true.Let us use the notation [i; j℄ k! [p; q℄ for an integer k > 0 when i � p, p+ k� 1 = j, andj � q.Theorem 1 Let Seq : [1; L℄ 7! fA;C;G; Tg be a uniformly distributed sequene and [i; j℄and [p; q℄ intervals ontained in [1; L℄. Then:a) if [i; j℄ k! [p; q℄ then Seq[i; j℄ k! Seq[p; q℄b) if [i; j℄ \ [p; q℄ = ; then Pr(Seq[i; j℄ k! Seq[p; q℄) = 14kprovided that j � i+ 1 � k and q � p+ 1 � k (otherwise the probability is zero).Proof: Part a) is immediate from the de�nitions. Part b) omes from the fat that Seq isuniformly distributed. If [i; j℄\[p; q℄ = ;, then eah harater of [i; j℄ is hosen independentlyof the haraters in [p; q℄. If they agree on k positions, this happens with a hane of 14 perposition, or (14 )k overall probability. 2Remark In fat, b) an be generalized as:b') if [i; j℄ 6 k! [p; q℄ then Pr(Seq[i; j℄ k! Seq[p; q℄) = 14k ;provided that j � i+ 1 � k and q � p+ 1 � k.



Interval Graphs with Repeats 3The idea is to use overlap information to �nd the relative position of fragments. Forthat we need to hoose a reasonably large value of k. What is a \reasonably large" valuean be assessed by the following onsiderations.An interval model over [1; L℄ is a set I of intervals [i; j℄ � [1; L℄. A proper intervalmodel is an interval model where no interval is ontained in another [Gol80, Har72℄. Froma proper interval model I we an onstrut its intersetion graph whih is of ourse aninterval graph. In addition, given an integer k � 1, we an onstrut Gk(I), the intervalgraph of I with tolerane k, as follows. For eah [i; j℄ 2 I onsider [i; j � k℄, and takethe intersetion graph of those shortened intervals. Of ourse, this an only be done ifk � j � i+ 1, but in pratie this always holds.Given a set F of sequenes we an onstrut the graph of k-overlaps of F as follows:the verties are the sequenes of F and two sequenes s and t are adjaent when s l! t forsome l � k. We all this graph Ok(F ).Theorem 2 Let I be a proper interval model over [1; L℄. Let F be the set fSeq[i; j℄ j [i; j℄ 2Ig. For an integer k � 1 onstrut Gk(I) = G and H = Ok(F ). Then:a) Gk(I) is a generating subgraph of Ok(F ).b) assuming a uniform distribution for Seq, we havePr(Gk(I) = Ok(F )) � 1� n24k ;were n = jIj.Proof: To prove Part a) we reason as follows. The verties of Gk(I) and Ok(F ) are inone-to-one orrespondene, sine both vertex sets orrespond also to the intervals in I. Ifuv is an edge of Gk(I), then u and v interset. Sine I is proper, we have, without loss ofgenerality, that u l! v for some l � k and by Theorem 1, Part a) we onlude that u and vare adjaent in Ok(F ).Part b) omes from the following reasoning. If Seq[u℄Seq[v℄ is an edge of Ok(F ) thenwithout loss of generality Seq[u℄ l! Seq[v℄ for some l � k. If furthermore uv are not adjaentin Gk(I), then in partiular u 6 l! v. We onlude that eah edge e 2 Ok(F )�Gk(I) ourswith probability 14l � 14k by Theorem1, Part b) (atually, by the remark). ThenPr(Ok(F ) 6= Gk(I)) = Pr(e1 ours [ e2 ours : : : [ el ours);where e1; e2; :::; el are the edges not in Gk(I). Then,Pr(Ok(F ) 6= Gk(I)) � Xe=2Gk(I)Pr(e ours) � Xe=2Gk(I) 14k � n24k 2Theorem 2, shows us that hoosing a reasonably large k makes the probability of thetwo graphs Ok(F ) and Gk(I) being equal very large. For instane, if n = 1000, hoosing



4 Meidanis and Takakik = 20 we have Pr(Gk(I) = Ok(F )) � 0:999999. This is very important, beause Ok(F )an be onstruted based on the fragments alone, while Gk(I) is based upon informationabout their position. In fat, we an infer this positional information from the sequenesalone, with high probability.3 Pratial issuesThe preeding disussion assumes that the fragments have no errors, that there are nohimeri fragments, and that no repeats exist. Sequening errors in the fragments willhange a bit the probabilities, and we have to look for approximate overlaps instead ofexats overlap, but the main ideas still work. Regarding himeri fragments, those arepossible to spot and remove from onsideration. Chimeri fragments are those that, byproblems during the loning phase, orrespond to a sequene obtained by onatenation oftwo disjoint, non ontiguous intervals.However, repeats pose more serious problems [Cer00, Gus97, SM97, Pev00, Wat95℄ andto deal with them we need to study a new lass of graphs: interval graphs with repeats.4 Interval Graphs with RepeatsTo help solve DNA fragments assembly problems we ould apply the proedure desribedin Figure 1.Assembly Model()1 Input olletion of fragments F2 k  103 while 14 do ompute the overlap graph Ok(F )5 if Ok(F ) is an proper interval graph6 then break7 k  k + 18 Compute all interval models ompatible with Ok(F )9 Choose the best one Figure 1: Finding Assembly Models.This proedure tries suessive values of k (starting with k = 10) until Ok(F ) is aninterval graph. Then, all interval models ompatible with Ok(F ) are examined in searh ofthe best I for whih Gk(I) = Ok(F ).With regard to interval graphs, two algorithms are important here: (1) an algorithmthat reognizes intervals graphs, and (2) an algorithm that generates all interval modelsompatible with a given interval graph.We have argued that the pratial issues of dealing with errors and himeri fragments�t in this same framework, but not the issue of repeats. To deal with repeats, we need to



Interval Graphs with Repeats 5study a new lass of graphs.If there is a repeated region in the original DNA, it is not orret to assume a uniformdistribution for Seq : [1; L℄ ! fA;C;G; Tg. Instead, there are intervals A = [a1; a2℄ andB = [b1; b2℄, both ontained in [1; L℄, disjoint, with the same size, and suh that Seq[a1; a2℄ =Seq[b1; b2℄. In other words, the letters in [b1; b2℄ are ompletely determined by the letters in[a1; a2℄ and are therefore not independent of those. On the other hand, we an still assumethat the letters outside A and B are uniformly distributed , and independent from theletters in A.Theorem 1 is not true in this ontext. We need a modi�ed result. First, we need a versionof the interval intersetion onept in the presene of repeats A and B. Let us say that twopositions i and j orrespond if either i = j or (a1 � i � a2 and j = b1+i�a1) or (b1 � i �b2 and j = a1+i�b1). It is lear that if i and j orrespond then Pr(Seq[i℄ = Seq[j℄) = 1 andif i and j do not orrespond then Pr(Seq[i℄ = Seq[j℄) = 14 . Analogously, we say that twointervals [i; j℄ and [p; q℄ orrespond if i orresponds to p, i+ 1 orresponds to p+ 1, : : : ,and j orresponds to q. Notie that the intervals must have the same size in order to satisfythis relationship. Again, if [i; j℄ and [p; q℄ orrespond then Pr(Seq[i; j℄ = Seq[p; q℄) = 1 andPr(Seq[i; j℄ = Seq[p; q℄) = 14k otherwise where k is the size of [i; j℄ and of [p; q℄ (that is,k = j � i + 1 = q � p + 1). We are now ready to de�ne the intersetion relationship. Weuse the notation [i; j℄ k!A;B [p; q℄ when [j � k + 1; j℄ orresponds to [p; p+ k � 1℄.Theorem 3 Let A = [a1; a2℄ and B = [b1; b2℄ be two disjoint intervals of the same sizeontained in [1; L℄, and let Seq : [1; L℄ 7! fA;C;G; Tg be a uniformly distributed sequenein [1; L℄ n B. Then:a) if [i; j℄ k!A;B [p; q℄ then Seq[i; j℄ k! Seq[p; q℄b) if [i; j℄ 6 k!A;B [p; q℄ then Pr(Seq[i; j℄ k! Seq[p; q℄) = 14k :Proof: Analogous to the proof of Theorem 1. 2Algorithm Assembly Model of Figure 1 is based on Theorem 2, but this result does nothold for DNA moleules with repeats. Theorem 3 replaes Theorem 1 in the ontext ofrepeats, but we also need a replaement of Gk(I).Let A and B be as in the statement of Theorem 3 and let I be a proper interval modelover [1; L℄. We de�ne the graph GA;Bk (I) as follows: the verties are the intervals of I andtwo intervals [i; j℄ and [p; q℄ are adjaent when [i; j℄ l!A;B [p; q℄ form some l � k.An abstrat graph G is alled a proper interval graph with repeats when G isisomorphi to GA;Bk (I) for some proper interval model I, repeated regions A, B, and integerk � 0.With these de�nitions, the algorithm in Figure 2 an be used in plae of AssemblyModel.



6 Meidanis and TakakiAssembly Model with Repeats()1 Input olletion of fragments F2 k  103 while 14 do ompute the overlap graph Ok(F )5 if Ok(F ) is a proper interval graph with repeats6 then break7 k  k + 18 Compute all interval models ompatible with Ok(F )9 Choose the best oneFigure 2: Finding Assembly Models with Repeats.5 ConlusionTherefore, the main problems that need to be solved are:� eÆient reognition of proper interval graphs with repeats� �nding all models for a given suh graph, satisfying the length onstrains.Referenes[Cer00℄ F�abio Ribeiro Cerqueira. Montagem de fragmentos de DNA. Master's thesis,Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Campinas - SP, Janeiro 2000.[EG01℄ W. J. Ewens and G. R. Grant. Statistial Methods in Bioinformatis: An Intro-dution. Springer-Verlag New York, In, 2001.[Gol80℄ Martin Charles Golumbi. Graph Theory and Perfet Graphs. Aademi Press,1980. Courant Institute of Mathematial Sienes - New York University.[Gus97℄ Dan Gus�eld. Algorithms on Strings, Trees, and Sequene. Cambridge UniversityPress, 1997.[Har72℄ Frank Harary. Graph Theory. Addison-Wesley Series in Mathematis. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, third edition, 1972.[Li01℄ Lin Tzy Li. Montagem de fragmentos de DNA pelo m�etodo \ordered shotgun se-quening" (OSS). Master's thesis, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Campinas- SP, Fevereiro 2001.[Pev00℄ Pavel Pevzner. Computational Moleular Biology - An Algorithmi Approah. TheMIT Press, 2000.



Interval Graphs with Repeats 7[SM97℄ Jo~ao C. Setubal and J. Meidanis. Introdution to Computational Moleular Biology.PWS Publishing Company, 1997.[Wat95℄ Mihael S. Waterman. Introdution to Computational Biology. Chapman and Hall,1995.


